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ScienceOpen User Meeting Agenda

Friday, 18 June 2021
Start time: 10:30 End time: 16:00 (Berlin time)

10:30 Welcome & ScienceOpen News
11:15 Keynote Speaker: Ian Caswell - UCL case study
11:45 Lightning Talks
12:30 Lunch Break
13:30 Open Forum Q&A from Lightning Talks
14:30 Breakout Session: There will be 3 groups to choose from to either learn more about the publishing platform, metadata enhancements, or Collections and the INTEGRATOR.
15:15 Main Group Discussion and Roadmap Planning
16:00 End or stay for an informal chat and BYO drinks!
ScienceOpen Team

- **Stephanie Dawson**, CEO
- **Stuart Cooper**, Global Business Development
- **Nina Tscheke**, Content Integration Manager
- **Mary Kennedy**, Marketing Manager

Berlin, Bordeaux, Boston, Budapest
ScienceOpen Discovery

71 million publication records + 11m
4.3 million books and chapters + 4m
620 Collections + 210
6846 hosted publications + 3100

What we have achieved so far
ScienceOpen Users 2020

• 50 thousand registered users
• 1.3 million unique visitors in the past 12 months
• Top 10 countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ScienceOpen Users

867 lay summaries
286 article reviews
629 published posters and preprints
269 researcher led collections
7583 article recommendations

What we have achieved so far
Social media reach

Followers:

Twitter: 17,300
LinkedIn: 856
Facebook: 5,219
Blog goes out via email to our 50,000 registered users

For example:

ScienceOpen @Science_Open · May 6
'Fanfiction and the Author: How Fanfic Changes Popular Cultural Texts' a book on #ScienceOpen:
scienceopen.com/book?vid=50053… #OpenAccess #fanfics @AmsterdamUPress
View Tweet activity

4,001 People reached
60 Number of Engagements
Collections
COVID-19 Collections: New urgency for post-publication curation
New Search functionalities: Boolean Operators
Bringing Books and Journals together

Emerald: Healthier Lives

Our publications curated here showcase our ‘Healthier Lives’ mission aligned to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, particularly SDG3: Good Health and Wellbeing. This research promotes the importance of a healthy mind, as well as a healthy body, and our goal is to help researchers, practitioners, service users and their families and carers share their work to influence real change in people’s health and wellbeing to bring about healthier lives for all.

Narrow by content type

- Article: 188
- Book Chapter: 12
- Book: 5

Narrow by collection

- Novel Coronavirus Disease COVID-19: 37
- Emerald: Coronavirus: 3
- Emerald: Fairer Society: 2

Publications

- Evidence of increased PTSD symptoms in autistics exposed to applied behavior analysis
  - Henry Kuperstein (2018)

The purpose of this paper is to examine the prevalence of posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) in adults and children who were exposed to applied behavior analysis (ABA) autism early childhood intervention. Using an online questionnaire to survey autistic adults and caregivers of autistic children...
Collection integrated into your own website with the INTEGRATOR
University Presses on ScienceOpen

ScienceOpen.com
research+publishing network

UUM Press
Penerbit UUM
Universiti Utara Malaysia

UUM Press Books
Vision: To become a centre of excellence in scholarly publishing
Menjadi pusat penerbitan ilmiah yang cemerlang
Mission: To generate high quality scholarly publishing
Menjana penerbitan ilmiah yang berkualiti

380 publications
2,532 views
0 altmetric
0 reviews
1 recommends
5 shares
4 followers

Narrow by content type
Book 380

Narrow by publisher
UUM Press 379

Publications
Enter some words to filter items below

380 results
Add filter
Save search
Share search
Export as citations

Siri cerpen kanak-Kanak: lembu Pak Ngah
Hashim Latiff (2020)
Cerpen ini mengisahkan seorang remaja, iaitu Pio yang berusaha mencari lembu Pak Ngah yang hilang di kampungnya. Pio berasa...
Depositing DOIs at Crossref for books and chapters

Persuasive Gaming in Context

Creating Stealth Game Interventions for Attitude and Behavior Change: An ‘Embedded Design’ Model

Author(s): Geoff Kaufman, Mary Flanagan, Max Seidman
Publication date (Print): March 23, 2021
Publisher: Amsterdam University Press
Keywords: embedded design, persuasive games, stealth design, attitude change

Read this book at

Publisher Further versions

Abstract

The chapter will open with examples of transformational games that utilize overt, explicit approaches to attitude and behavior change. While acknowledging the worthwhile intentions of such games and their potential utility for triggering reflection and action, this overview will present the central premise of the chapter that...
Metadata enhancement interface for books hosted on publisher website
Hosting & Publishing
Fully branded, customizable publishing platform: UCL Open
New Journal with blinded peer review: African Journal of Engineering & Technology
New Copy Edit workflow for UnisaRxiv

Lighting the scholarly publishing way

UnisaRxiv
University of South Africa Press Preprint Platform

2 publications
440 views
9 altmetric
0 reviews
3 recommends
10 shares
7 followers

Narrow by content type
- Article

Narrow by collection
- AfricArXiv Preprints
- Research in Africa
- Novel Coronavirus Disease COVID-19

Narrow by publisher
- Unisa Press

Publications

Enter some words to filter items below

Latest version

A Three-Component Solvent for the Treatment for COVID-19: Is the Data in Place for Clinical Trial?
Thomas Manning, Jenu Thomas, Richardson, Steven Stogner (2021)
This letter outlines the potential use of a three-component solvent, with strong anti-viral properties, as an economical and efficient treatment of COVID-19. It presents a novel approach to solving one of the most pressing global health crises.
Conferences: Author submission or Editor upload

1st International Conference on Moisture in Buildings 2021 (ICMB21)

The 1st International Conference on Moisture in Buildings (ICMB21) to be held online in June 2021. The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and the researchbase working on any aspect of moisture induced damage on built environment.

Add new conference proceedings to conference 'ICMB21'
So where do we go in 2021?
Development Road Map

Collections
• Further customizations of INTEGRATOR tool
• Improve automation

Metadata & Books
• Refine metadata enhancement interface: References, ROR, FundRef IDs
• Improve handling of ONIX metadata for books

Hosting & Publishing
• Link Preprints and Publications
• Add automated plagiarism check
• Blinded Peer Review workflow
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Let’s make science open in 2021